Livestock & Maintenance Technician

M3 Whitetails

Franklin, TX

website:

Employment Period: May 15 – August 15

Hours Per Week: 40 – 60

Salary: $8/hour

**Description:**

Assist with the operation of a whitetail breeding and rearing facility specializing in trophy quality whitetail deer.

Duties will include working with whitetail deer (feeding, handling, tagging and processing new born fawns, capture, transportation, routine veterinary care, etc.), predator control, and managing a large garden and greenhouse.

Additional duties will involve maintenance of holding pens, barn, fences, gates, feeders, water systems, and farming equipment (vehicles, tractors, etc.).

Most work will be outdoors in all kinds of weather. Expect long hours, must be self starter, computer literate, detail oriented and able get along with others.

**Qualifications**

Prefer candidate with strong mechanical aptitude and experience operating and maintaining farming equipment.

Plumbing and electrical experience a plus.

Hands on farming experience a plus.

Experience working for a scientific whitetail breeding facility a plus.

Ability to keep and maintain detailed accurate records a must.

Must have reliable transportation.

Non-smoker only.

Please email resume and contact information to Mark McMillan.

Applications will be accepted until position is filled.

Contact Person: Mark McMillan

Contact email: mmcmillan@m3whitetails.com